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Forests, cumulants, martingales
Peter K. Friz∗, Jim Gatheral† and Radosˇ Radoicˇic´‡
Abstract
This work is concerned with forest and cumulant type expansions of general ran-
dom variables on a filtered probability spaces. We establish a “broken exponential
martingale” expansion that generalizes and unifies the exponentiation result of Alo`s,
Gatheral, and Radoicˇic´ (SSRN’17; [AGR20]) and the cumulant recursion formula of
Lacoin, Rhodes, and Vargas (arXiv; [LRV19]). Specifically, we exhibit the two previ-
ous results as lower dimensional projections of the same generalized forest expansion,
subsequently related by forest reordering. Our approach also leads to sharp integra-
bility conditions for validity of the cumulant formula, as required by many of our ex-
amples, including iterated stochastic integrals, Le´vy area, Bessel processes, KPZ with
smooth noise, Wiener-Itoˆ chaos and “rough” stochastic (forward) variance models.
Keywords: forests, trees, continuous martingales, diamond product, cumulants, mo-
ments, Hermite polynomials, regular perturbation, KPZ type (Wild) expansion, trees,
Le´vy area, Wiener chaos, Heston and forward variance models; MSC2020 Class:
60G44, 60H99, 60L70.
1 Introduction
1.1 Statements of main results
Consider a filtered probability space (Ω,FT , (Ft)0≤t≤T ;P), on which all martingales admit
a continuous version. (Itoˆ’s representation theorem, e.g. [RY13, Ch.V.3.], states that this
holds true for Brownian filtration which covers all situations we have in mind.) Throughout,
T ∈ (0,∞] should be thought of as a fixed parameter.
Let AT be FT -measurable. Define, assuming sufficient integrability,
Xt := logEteAT , Yt := EtAT .
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By construction, X,Y have equal terminal value XT = YT = AT , and eX,Y are martingales.
Motivated by financial applications, in [AGR20] an F (forest) expansion was given of the
form1
EtezAT = EtezXT = e
zXt+
1
2 z(z−1)Et〈X〉t,T +··· ≡ exp
(
zXt + 12z(z − 1)(X  X)t(T ) +
∑
k≥2
Fkt (T ; z)
)
with quadratic recursion for the F’s, homogenous in X but not in z, representable as forests.
But AT is also the terminal value of the martingale Y so that
EtezAT = EtezYT = e
zYt+
1
2 z
2EtY2t,T +
1
3! z
3EtY3t,T +
1
4! z
4(EtY4t,T−3(EtY2t,T )2)+··· ≡ exp
(
zYt +
∑
n≥2
Knt (T ; z)
)
,
the (time-t) conditional K (cumulant, German: Kumulanten) expansion of AT = YT . A
somewhat similar quadratic recursion for the K’s, homogenous in z (equivalently: Y) was
later obtained in [LRV19], stated in the unconditional case, and motivated by applications
in QFT, and independently in a first version of this paper, when revisiting the convergence
properties of the F-series. (Initially, the present authors were unaware of [LRV19], whereas
the authors of [LRV19] were unaware of [AGR20].2) We note that the F-expansion was left
as formal expansion in [AGR20], whereas validity of the K recursion of [LRV19] was only
shown under a stringent integrability condition which rules out virtually all examples dis-
cussed later on. The main theorem of this paper is a G (generalized forest) expansion,
which contains both F- and K-expansion as special cases, together with optimal integrabil-
ity conditions for convergence. Our arguments are also well adapted to further localization,
as seen in points (i) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below.
Definition 1.1. Given two continuous semimartingales A, B with integrable covariation
process 〈A, B〉, the diamond product3 of A and B is another continuous semimartingale
given by, writing 〈A, B〉t,T for the difference of 〈A, B〉T and 〈A, B〉t ,
(A  B)t(T ) := Et
[〈A, B〉t,T] = Et [〈A, B〉T ] − 〈A, B〉t .
Here and below we say that AT has exponential moments, if EexAT < ∞ for x ∈ R in a
neighbourhood of zero. This of course implies that AT has moments of all orders: AT ∈ LN ,
for any N ∈ N.
Theorem 1.1 (G expansion, a.k.a. broken exponential martingale). Let AT be a real-valued,
FT -measurable random variable.
(i) Assume AT has moments of all orders. With z = (z1, z2) ∈ (iR)2, the following asymptotic
expansion for the joint c.f. of Y = E•AT and its quadratic variation holds,
logEt
[
ez1YT +z2〈Y〉T
] ∼ z1Yt + z2〈Y〉t +∑
k≥2
Gkt (T ; z) as z→ 0 , (1.1)
1Corollary 3.1 in [AGR20] is an expansion of the characteristic function, with z = iξ.
2Preprint of [AGR20] posted on SSRN in 2017. We much share with the authors of [LRV19] our surprise
that such recursions had not been discovered decades earlier.
3Warning. Our diamond product is (very) different from the Wick product, e.g. Ch.III of [Jan97].
2
G2 =
(
1
2
z21 + z2
)
(Y Y)t(T ) and ∀k > 2 : Gk = 12
k−2∑
j=2
Gk− j G j + (z1 Y Gk−1) . (1.2)
(ii) If AT has exponential moments, (1.1) can be strengthened to equality, with a.s. ab-
solutely convergent sum Λ := ΛTt := Λ
T
t (z) :=
∑
k≥2 G
k
t (T ; z) on the right-hand side, for
z ∈ C2 with |z| < ρt(ω), a.s. strictly positive.
(iii) For the multivariate case, with Y i = E•AiT , i = 1, . . . , d, it suffices to replace
z1YT  z1;iY iT , z2〈Y〉T  z2; j,k〈Y j,Yk〉T , G2  
(
1
2
z1;iz1; j + z2;i, j
)
(Y i  Y j)t(T ) ,
with summation over repeated indices.
With z = (z1,−z1/2), the G-recursion becomes precisely the F-recursion, equ. (3.1) in
[AGR20], whereas the case z = (z1, 0) yields the K (cumulant) recursion, equ. (3.4),(3.9) in
[LRV19] as seen in (1.3) below. We should note that the change-of-measure based deriva-
tion of Lacoin et al. was given under stringent integrability assumption (a L∞ bound on
〈Y〉T , hence Gaussian concentration of YT = AT ), though the authors (correctly) suspect
validity of the cumulant recursion in greater generality. Below we achieve this under opti-
mal conditions: conveniently, our proof of part (ii) below (found as such in the first arXiv
version of this paper; now seen as special case of the proof of (ii) above), different from
[LRV19], applies directly under finite exponential moments, a necessary condition for the
cumulant generating function to exist. By a careful localisation argument (alternatively:
Hermite polynomials approach), we can further show, part (i) below, that the cumulant re-
cursion is valid, as a finite recursion, under a matching (optimal) finite moment assumption.
(Existence of the first N moments is equivalent to existence of the first N cumulants.) In
part (iii), we give the multivariate formulation.
Theorem 1.2. (i) Let AT be FT -measurable with N ∈ N finite moments. Then the recursion
K1t (T ) := Et [AT ] and ∀n > 0 : Kn+1t (T ) =
1
2
n∑
k=1
(Kk  Kn+1−k)t(T ) (1.3)
is well-defined up to KN and, for z ∈ iR,
logEt
[
ezAT
]
=
N∑
n=1
znKnt (T ) + o(|z|N) as z→ 0 ,
which identifies n! × Knt (T ) as the (time t-conditional) n.th cumulant of AT . If AT has
moments of all orders, we have the asymptotic expansion,
logEt
[
ezAT
] ∼ ∞∑
n=1
znKnt as z→ 0 . (1.4)
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(ii) If AT has exponential moments, so that its (time t-conditional) mgf Et
[
exAT
]
is a.s. finite
for x ∈ R in some neighbourhood of zero, then there exist a maximal convergence radius
ρ = ρt(ω) ∈ (0,∞] a.s. such that for all z ∈ C with |z| < ρ,
logEt
[
ezAT
]
=
∞∑
n=1
znKnt . (1.5)
(iii) In the multivariate case, with Y i = E•AiT , i = 1, . . . , d replace K
n  K(n), n-tensors
(over Rd), with tensorial interpretation of the diamond product in (1.3), and substitute in
the expansion
znKnt  〈z⊗n,K(n)〉 = zi1 · · · zinK(n);i1,...,in .
The multivariate (t-conditional) cumulants of AT are then precisely given by n!K
(n);i1,...,in
t .
1.2 Tree, forests and reordering
Both quadratic recursions (1.2) and (1.3) lead to binary trees, with the (commutative, non-
associated) diamond product represented by root joining,
τ1  τ2 = τ2  τ1 = .
where we agree to set Y ≡ , interpreted as single leaf. In the 2-variate case we can write
(Y1,Y2) = ( , ), for the d-variate case use labels or colors. For better readability, write
(z1, z2) (a, b), z1YT + z2〈Y〉T  aYT + b〈Y〉T ,
in (1.2).The tree formalism is extremely convenient when it comes to doing explicit com-
putations and also explains an interesting relation between the G-recursion and the K-
recursion. Specifically, we see that theG-recursion is equalivent to the 2-variateK-recursion
applied to AT = (YT , 〈Y〉T ) after forest reordering. This procedure has moreover the im-
portant effect of resolving infinite cancellations present in the 2-variate K-expansion, as
may be seen by applying it to the exponential martingale case (b = −a2/2). The first few
G-forests are then spelled out as folllows:
G2 = ( 12a
2 + b)
G3 = a (12a
2 + b)
G4 = 12 (
1
2a
2 + b)2 + a2 ( 12a
2 + b)
G5 = a (12a
2 + b)2 + 12a (
1
2a
2 + b)2 + a3 ( 12a
2 + b) (1.6)
Note that these G-forests consist of trees which are homogenous in the number of leaves
(↔ Y) but not in a, b (unless powers of b are counted twice). Upon setting b = 0 we get
4
Gn(T, (a, 0)) = Kn(T, a) = anKn(T ) and get the first few F-forests: K1 = Y ≡ and
K2 = 12Y  Y ≡ 12
K3 = 12 (Y  Y)  Y ≡ 12 (1.7)
K4 = 18 (Y  Y)2 + 12 ((Y  Y)  Y)  Y ≡ 18 + 12
K5 = . . . = 14 +
1
8 +
1
2 (1.8)
Remark 1.1. The number of different tree shapes seen in both Gn, Kn above is precisely
the number of interpretations of an (n − 1)-fold (commutative but not associative) dia-
mond product, i.e. number of ways to insert parentheses. Starting from the empty tree,
the resulting integers {0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6, ...} are known as Wedderburn-Etherington numbers
(OEIS A001190). The pre-factors in 2nKn+1 further display the symmetry factors, e.g.
24 K5 = 4 + 2 + 8 with 4 + 2 + 8 = 14 = C4 where we recall that the
n.th Catalan number (A000108), standard example in analytic combinatorics, gives the
number of binary trees with n + 1 leaves. We note the combinatorial consistency of (1.3)
with Segner’s recursion Cn+1 =
∑n
k=0 CkCn−k if rewritten for 2
nKn+1.
The 2-variate F-forests can be represented by all possible consistent ways of marking leaves
with ×. This leads to e.g. 2 × 2-matrix valued K(2) and (R2)⊗4  R24 valued K(4), with
representative trees of the form
.
Tensor-contracting these 2-variate K-trees with powers of a (number of leaves) and b
(number of leaves), and a  substitution,4
K1 = a + b
K2 = 12 (a + b )
2 = 12a
2 + ab + 12b
2
K3 = 12a
3 + 12a
2b + a2b + ab2 + 12ab
2 + ...
K4 = 12a
4 + 123 a
4 + 12a
3b + 12a
3b + a3b + 12a
3b + ...
K5 = 12a
5 + 123 a
5 + 122 a
5 + ... (1.9)
Corollary 1.1 (Forest reordering). The G-expansion (1.6) is a reordering of the 2-variate
K-expansion applied to AT = (YT , 〈Y〉T ), as displayed in (1.9), based on the number of
leaves.
4Strictly speaking, the 2-variate case AT = (YT , 〈Y〉T ) gives EtAT = (Yt,Et〈Y〉T ) with Et〈Y〉T = (Y 
Y)t(T ) + 〈Y〉t = + BV , where the bounded variation (BV) in t component 〈Y〉t shows up as a multiple of
z2 in (1.1), but does not contribute to subsequent diamond products.
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Proof. From Theorem 1.1 we know that logEt exp(aYT + b〈Y〉T ) admits an (absolutely
convergent)G expansion, with terms homogenous in Y (↔ number of leaves), and similarly
a 2-variate K-expansion with terms homogenous in a, b. The statement follows. 
Remark 1.2 (Generalized forests vs. cumulants). The G and K expansions coincide in
absence of the term b〈Y〉T : just set b = 0 in (1.6), (1.9). In general, b , 0 matters in
application (e.g. Section 4.7), the expansions are then different and the question arises
about their qualitative difference. The G expansion has the advantage of preserving some
structural properties, lost in the 2-variate K-expansion. To wit, consider the exponential
martingale case in which case
b = −a2/2 =⇒ Et exp(aYT + b〈Y〉T ) = exp(aYt + b〈Y〉t),
so that both G-sum, i.e.
∑
k≥2 G
k
t , and K-sum must vanish. However, while the zero G-sum
only consists of zero summands Gk, as seen in (1.6) upon taking b = −a2/2, this is not so
for the K-sum, and only an infinite cascade of cancelations among the Fk’s causes the sum
to vanish.
Remark 1.3. Corollary 1.1 suggests an alternative proof of the G-expansion from the K-
expansion, based on the combinatorics of forest reordering.
2 Proofs
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Fix z = (z1, z2) and define a family of semimartingales Z = Z() given by
Z() := z1Y + 2z2〈Y〉.
The martingale Y = E•AT inherits exponential integrability from AT , as does 〈Y〉, by a
standard argument (e.g. along the proof of Novikov’s criterion [RY13, Ch.VIII.1.].) In
particular, for all  in some (deterministic) neighbour around zero, the left-hand side of
EteZT () = eZt()+Λ
T
t ()
is well-defined, and so is ΛTt (), defined through this equality. Clearly Λ
T
T ≡ 0, which
shows that the process
{Zt + ΛTt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T }
is a stochastic logarithm, for all (small enough) , omitted from notation, so that
Et
(
(Zt,T + ΛTt,T ) +
1
2〈Z + ΛT 〉t,T
)
= 0 .
Here Zt,T = ZT − Zt, ΛTt,T = ΛTT − ΛTt = −ΛTt and with diamond notation
ΛTt = EtZt,T +
1
2
(〈Z + ΛT )  (〈Z + ΛT ))t(T ) . (2.1)
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By standard arguments, ΛTt = Λ
T
t () is real analytic at zero
5 with a.s. positive, Ft-measurable
radius of convergence and we write Gkt (T, z) =: gk for the (Ft-measurable) coefficients.
Now insert
ΛTt =
∑
k≥0
gkk, EtZt,T = 2z2Et〈Y〉t,T , Z = z1Y + 2z2〈Y〉.
into (2.1); match powers of  to see g0 = g1 = 0 and gk = Gk as specified in (1.2). The
multivariate extensions, part (iii), is straightforward and left to the reader. Part (i) goes
along the lines of part (i) of Theorem 1.2 below, noting that AT = YT ∈ L∞− (all moments)
also implies 〈Y〉T ∈ L∞−.
2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Part (ii) is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1, applied with (z, 0) ∈ C2, i.e. z2 = 0.
We give a proof of part (i) by localization, but also comment on a direct “Hermite”
proof below.
Lemma 2.1. Assume A has n moments, n ∈ N. Then the recursion (1.3) is well-defined for
j 6 n and yields (K jt (T ) : 0 ≤ t ≤ T ) as a semimartingale with a Ln/ j-integrable martingale
part and a Ln/ j-integrable bounded variation (BV) component.
Proof. If A ∈ Ln then also M := K1t := EtA ∈ Ln. By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy (BDG)
inequality,
√〈M〉T ∈ Ln or 〈M〉T ∈ Ln/2. In case n > 2,
2K2t (T ) = (K
1  K1)t(T ) = Et〈M〉T − 〈M〉t ∈ Ln/2.
Call M(2) the martingale part of K2; clearly M(2) is a Ln/2-martingale. For K3 = K2 K1 we
first use Cauchy-Schwarz to estimate
|〈K2,K1〉T | = |〈M(2),M〉T | 6
√
〈M(2)〉T
√
〈M〉T .
By BDG, the right-hand side is the product of random variables in Ln/2 and Ln respectively.
Since 1n/3 =
1
n/2 +
1
n it follows immediately from the (generalized) Ho¨lder inequality that
〈K2,K1〉T ∈ Ln/3. Assume now n > 3. Then M(3) := E•〈K2,K1〉T is a well-defined Ln/3-
martingale which constitutes the martingale part of K3 = M(3) − 〈K2,K1〉. The general
statement is that
K j = M( j) + BV
with a Ln/ j-martingale part and a bounded variation (BV) component, whenever j = 1, . . . n.
The same reasoning gives, by induction in n, the general statement. 
5Seen by applying (conditional) dominated convergence, similar to the proof of real analyticity of the
moment generating function; [Mor84, Luk70].
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Given AT , FT -measurable with N ∈ N finite moments — but whose mgf is not necessar-
ily finite — we work with its two-sided truncation (−`∨AT ∧ `) =: A`T , followed by careful
passage ` → ∞. Indeed, part (iii) applies to A`T (bounded!) and hence shows that the K`;n,
n = 1, 2, . . . defined by the recursion (1.3), started with K`;1 = E•A`T , are well-defined and
yield (up to a factorial factor) the n.th conditional cumulants of A`T . It is easy to see that
the n.th (conditional) cumulant of AT , which exists by Lemma 2.1 for n ≤ N, is the limit
(a.s. and in L1) of the corresponding cumulants for A`T , using the conditional dominated-
convergence theorem. It remains to be seen that the diamond recursion is also stable under
this passage to the limit. The precise integrability properties of the K’s, obtained in Lemma
2.1 for AT , are easily made uniform in the truncation parameter `; justification of taking
` → ∞ in the diamond recursion is then straightforward.
The asymptotic expansion is then a straightforward consequence of validity of the ex-
pansion of part (i) for all integers N. This finishes the proof of (i).
Remark 2.1 (Hermite). A direct proof of part (i) that relates Kn, n = 1, 2, 3, ... with the
corresponding cumulants is possible based on Hermite polynomials. To understand the
argument, start with the proof of part (ii), specialized to the cumulant case, so that the key
identity reads
EteYT = eYt+Λ
T
t () .
Rewritten with QTt () := −2(K2t (T ) + K3t (T ) + 2K4t (T ) + · · · ) ,
EteYT = EteYT−
2
2 Q
T
T () = eYt−
2
2 Q
T
t () ,
we can deduce, by definition of Hermite polynomials [RY13, Ch.IV.3.] martingality of
eYt−
2
2 Q
T
t () =
∑
n>0
n
n!
Hn(Yt,QTt ()) .
By taking (∂/∂)n|=0 we obtain a graded family of martingales, starting with (n = 2)
t 7→ H2(Yt,QTt (0)) = Y2t −
1
2
K2t (T ) .
Applying Itoˆ’s Formula over [t,T ] and taking t-conditional expectation then identifiesK2t (T )
correctly as Et〈M〉t,T = (M  M)t(T ). Using suitable relations between Hermite polynomi-
als, see also [EFPTZ18], this argument extends to n > 2 and provides an alternative route
to the K-recursion, also well adapted to finite moment situations, but less elegant than our
argument based on stochastic logarithms.
3 Relation to other works
We already commented in detail on Alo`s et al. [AGR20] and Lacoin et al. [LRV19].
Growing exponential expansions on trees are reminiscent of the Magnus expansion,
a type of continuous Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, with classical recursions based
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on rooted binary trees; Iserles–Nørsett [IN99]. And yet, the F,K,G expansions are of a
fundamentally different nature, for non-commutative algebra plays no roˆle: our setup is
one of multivariate random variables, associated martingales and their quadratic variation
processes.
In a Markovian situation our expansion can be related to perturbative expansion of a
“KPZ” type equation, by which we here mean a non-linear parabolic partial differential
equation of HJB type. We make this explicit in the case when A = f (B), for a Brownian
motion B and suitable f , in which case the K’s are described by a cascade of linear PDEs,
detailed in Section 4.5, indexed by trees such as (1.7), in the exact same way as the “Wild
expansion” used in Hairer’s KPZ analysis [Hai13]. (This link is restricted to the algebraic
part of the expansions and rough paths, analytic renormalisation etc. play no roˆle here.)
That said, computing logEt
[
eεAT
]
may also be viewed as a (linear) backward SDE with
“Markovian” terminal data given by eεAT = eε f (BT ); upon suitable exponential change of
variables this becomes a quadratic BSDE as studied by Kobylanski [Kob00], Briand-Hu
[BH08] and many others, in the weakly non-linear regime (BSDE driver of order ). Yet
another point of view comes from Dupire’s functional Itoˆ-calculus [Dup19] which would
lead to similar (at least formal) computations as conducted in Section 4.5, for general FT -
measurable AT . And yet another point of view comes from the Boue´–Dupuis [BD98] For-
mula which gives an exact variational representation of logE
[
eAT
]
when AT is a sufficiently
integrable measurable function of Brownian motion up to time T ; here (1.5) can be viewed
as an asymptotic solution to the Boue´–Dupuis variational problem in the weakly non-linear
regime.
In Section 4.6 we compare Theorem 1.2 to the work of Nourdin–Peccati [NP10] where
the authors use Malliavin integration by parts to describe cumulants of certain Wiener func-
tionals, and notably compute cumulants of elements in a fixed Wiener chaos. (The ability
to work under exponential resp. (sub)exponential integrability assumptions is crucial to
deal with second resp. higher order chaos.) An important element in the second chaos with
explicit cumulants is provided by Le´vy’s stochastic area, our (short) proof of its cumulant
generating function should be compared with the combinatorial tour de force of [LW08],
based on (signature) moments. It is conceivable that the multivariate cumulant formula ap-
plied to multidimensional Brownian motion and Le´vy area (a.k.a the Brownian rough path)
provides new input into classical problems of stochastic numerics, [GL97].
In Section 4.7 we apply Theorem 1.1 to establish a formula for the joint mgf of a
process X, its quadratic variation 〈X〉, and Et [d〈X〉T/dT ], quantities (a.k.a. log-price, total
variance, forward variance) that play an important role in stochastic financial modeling.
Our expansion is most convenient for models written in forward variance form, state of the
art in quantitative finance. In particular, the full expansion is computable in affine forward
variance models, which includes the popular rough Heston model [EER19].
Acknowledgement. PKF has received funding from the European Research Coun-
cil (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
(grant agreement No. 683164) and the DFG Excellence Cluster MATH+ (Projekt AA4-2).
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4 Examples
4.1 Brownian motion
Example 4.1 (Brownian motion with drift). Let At = σBt + µt. Then
K1t (T ) = σBt + µT = At + µ(T − t), K2t (T ) =
1
2
(K1  K1)t(T ) = 12σ
2(T − t) .
and Kk ≡ 0 for all k ≥ 3. These are the cumulants of AT − At ∼ N(µ(T − t), σ2(T − t)),
as predicted by Theorem 1.1 (or Theorem 1.2) and the K-forest expansion of the cumulant
generating function (1.5) is trivially convergent (with infinite convergence radius).
Example 4.2 (Stopped Brownian motion). Consider the martingale A = Bτ, standard
Brownian motion B stopped at reaching ±1. We compute
K1t (T ) = EtB
τ
T = B
τ
t = Bt∧τ, K
2
t (T ) =
1
2Et〈Bτ〉t,T = 12
(
Et(τ ∧ T ) − τ ∧ t
)
, . . . .
The second quantity equals the conditional variance Vt(BτT ) = Et(B
τ
T )
2 − (Bτt )2, and thus
“contains” familiar identities from optional stopping. With T = ∞, AT = Bτ takes values
±1 with equal probability. This is a bounded random variable, with globally defined and
real analytic time-t conditional cgf given by
Λt(x) = log
(
1
2 [(1 + B
τ
t )e
x + (1 − Bτt )e−x]
)
.
Its convergence radius is random through the value of Bτt = B
τ
t (ω) ∈ [−1, 1]. For instance,
when t = 0, so that Bτt = 0, we have Λ0(x) = log cosh(x) with a K-forest expansion (1.5) of
finite convergence radius ρ0 = pi/2. On the other hand, on the event E := {Bτt = ±1}, the
cgf Λt(x) trivially takes the value log e±x = ±x so that, on E, we have ρt(ω) = +∞.
4.2 Le´vy area
We give a new proof of P. Le´vy’s theorem, which compares favourably with other available
proofs [IW14], [LW08].
Theorem 4.1 (P. Le´vy). Let {X,Y} be 2-dimensional standard Brownian motion and stochas-
tic (“Le´vy”) area be given by
At =
∫ t
0
(Xs dYs − Ys dXs) .
Then, for T ∈ ( − pi2 , pi2),
E0
[
eAT
]
=
1
cos T
= exp
(∫ T
0
tan s ds
)
.
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As a warmup, we compute the first few cumulants, using the K-recursion from The-
orem 1.2. (We note 〈AT 〉T < L∞, so that, strictly speaking, the result in [LRV19] is not
applicable.) By a direct computation (or using a very special case of Theorem 4.2),
K2 =
1
2
=
1
2
(A A)t(T ) = 12
∫ T
t
(
Et
[
X2s
]
+ Et
[
Y2s
])
ds
=
1
2
(T − t)2 + 1
2
(X2t + Y
2
t ) (T − t)
=⇒ dK2s = (Xs dXs + Ys dYs)(T − s) + BV .
With dK1s = Xs dYs − Ys dXs we see that the third forest vanishes,
K3 = K1  K2 = Et
[∫ T
t
d〈K1,K2〉s
]
= Et
[∫ T
t
[XY d〈Y〉s − YX d〈X〉s] (T − s)
]
= 0 .
Lemma 4.1. Set Jkt (T ) :=
(T−t)k
k +
1
2 (X
2
t + Y
2
t ) (T − t)k−1. Then(
J j  Jk)t (T ) = 2j + k − 1 J( j+k)t (T ) .
Proof. With dJks (T ) = (Xs dXs + Ys dYs) (T − s)k−1 + BV, computation as above. 
Note Knt (T ) = αn J
n
t (T ) for n = 2, 3 with α2 = 1, α3 = 0. Assume by induction that
this holds true up even/odd pair (n − 2, n − 1), with αn−1 = 0. Then the cumulant recursion
gives, with sum over even integers j, k ≥ 2,
2Kn =
∑
j+k=n
α jαkJ j  Jk =
∑
j+k=n
α jαk
2
n − 1 J
n =: 2αnJn ,
while Kn+1 = K1  Kn (use K3, . . . ,Kn−1 = 0), which vanishes for the same reason as K3.
(This completes the induction.) Hence
αn =
1
n − 1
(
α2αn−2 + α4αn−4 + · · · + αn−2α2
)
, α2 = 1.
Evaluated at t = 0, using Jn0(T ) = T
n/n, we thus see the K-expansion take the form
α2T 2/2 + α4T 4/4 + α5T 6/6 + ... = T 2/2 + 13T
4/4 + 215T
6/6 + ...
where one starts to see the integrated expansion of tan(T ) = T + 13T
3 + 215T
5 + ... integrated
in time. To see that this is really so, check that f (T ) :=
∑
j∈2N α jT
j−1 satisfies the ODE
f ′(T ) = f (T )2 + 1, with f (0) = 0, which identifies f ≡ tan.
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4.3 Diamond products of iterated stochastic integrals
Le´vy’s area is a particularly important example of Brownian iterated integrals, for which we
have given explicit diamond computations. We now present systematic diamond computa-
tions for iterated stochastic integrals, which play a fundamental role in stochastic numerics
and rough path theory [KP92, Lyo98]. They are defined as follows. For a word a = i1 . . . .im
of length m, with letters in A = {i : 1 6 i 6 d}, write ai for the word (of length m + 1)
obtained by concatenation of a with the letter i. Given a d-dimensional Brownian motion
(Bi), introduce the iterated Itoˆ resp. Stratonovich integrals
Bai =
∫ •
0
BadBi; B̂ai =
∫ •
0
Bˆa ◦ dBi ;
set also Bφ = Bˆφ = 1 when φ is the empty word. One extends these definitions by linearity
to linear combination of words, which becomes a commutative algeba under the shuffle
product (e.g. 12 3 = 312 + 132 + 123). Then the remarkable identity
Bˆat Bˆ
b
t = Bˆ
c
t ; c = a b,
holds true (and reflects the validity of the usual chain rule for Stratonovich integration). In
contrast, resolving Bat B
b
t requires quasi-shuffle (Itoˆ Formula) which we will not introduce
here. Let us also recall Fawcett’s Formula (from e.g. Ch.3 in [FH20])
E0Bˆa0,1 = 〈eI/2⊗ , a〉 =: σa .
Theorem 4.2. Consider two (possibly empty) words a, b with respective length |a|, |b| and
letters i = j ∈ A. Then
(Itoˆ)
(Bai  Bb j)t(T ) = Bat Bbt (T − t) +
T − t
1 + (|a| + |b|)/2(B
a  Bb)t(T )
(Stratonovich)
(Bˆai  Bˆb j)t(T ) = Bˆat Bˆbt (T − t) + Bˆatσb
(T − t) |b|2 +1
|b|
2 + 1
+ Bˆbtσa
(T − t) |a|2 +1
|a|
2 + 1
+
T − t
1 + |a|+|b|2
(Bˆa  Bˆb)t(T ).
In case i , j both diamond products vanish.
Proof. (Itoˆ) By Itoˆ isometry, and the product rule Bas Bbs = Bat Bbt + . . . . + 〈Bai, Bb j〉t,s, with
omitted martingale increment
∫ s
t (B
adBb + BbdBa),
(Bai  Bb j)t(T ) = Et〈Bai, Bb j〉t,T = δi jEt
∫ T
t
Bas B
b
sds = δ
i j
∫ T
t
(Bat B
b
t + (B
a  Bb)t(s))ds
From the scaling properties of Brownian motion, the time t-conditional law of (Ba  Bb)t(s)
is equal to the law of ( s − t
T − t
) |a|+|b|
2
(Ba  Bb)t(T ),
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followed by an immediate integration over s ∈ [t,T ].
(Stratonovich) Note that
Bˆai =
∫
BˆadBi + BV
so that, as in the Itoˆ case (but now with non-centered dots),
(Bˆai  Bˆb j)t(T ) = δi j Et
∫ T
t
Bˆas Bˆ
b
sds = δ
i j
∫ T
t
ds (Bˆat Bˆ
b
t + Bˆ
a
t EtBˆ
b
t,s + Bˆ
b
t EtBˆ
a
t,s + (Bˆ
a  Bˆb)t(s)).
Using the (known) Stratonovich expected signature of Brownian motion,
EtBˆbt,s = (s − t)|b|/2E0Bˆb0,1 = (s − t)|b|/2〈eI/2⊗ , b〉 =: (s − t)|b|/2σb
we see, with i = j,
(Bˆai  Bˆbi)t(T ) = Bˆat Bˆbt (T − t) + Bˆatσb
(T − t) |b|2 +1
|b|
2 + 1
+ Bˆbtσa
(T − t) |a|2 +1
|a|
2 + 1
+
T − t
1 + |a|+|b|2
(Bˆa  Bˆb)t(T ).

Example 4.3 (Cameron–Martin formula). Following [RY13, Ch.XI.1], the Laplace trans-
form of
∫ 1
0 B
2
sds is given by(
cosh
√
2λ
)−1/2
= exp(−12λ + 16λ2 − 445λ3 + ...) .
We can elegantly obtain this from the G-expansion applied to the iterated Itoˆ integral Yt =∫ t
0 BsdBs, 〈Y〉1 =
∫ 1
0 B
2
sds, so that G
2 = −λ(Y  Y)t(T ), and for k > 2: Gk = 12
∑k−2
j=2 G
k− j 
G j . A computation similar to the one given in the Le´vy area example, shows that the n.th
cumulant is given by qn/(2n), with recursion
qn =
2
2n − 1(q1qn−1 + · · · + qn−1q1), q1 = 1,
from which one can also obtain the explicit functional form.
4.4 Bessel process
We use the G-expansion to establish some identities of the Bessel square process with
(time-dependent) dimension δ = δ(t) ≥ 0, given as solution to
dXt = 2
√
XtdBt + δ(t)dt .
As in the case of Le´vy area, the G-expansion with diamond calculus compares (very)
favourably with other available proofs, cf. [RY13, Ch.XII]. For non-negative, bounded
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measurable µ = µ(t), set YT := 12
∫ T
0
√
µ dXs, hence dYs = 12
√
µ dXs so that theG-expansion
gives the Laplace transform of the weighted Bessel average
〈Y〉T =
∫ T
0
Xs µ ds ,
starting with
G2 = −λY  Y = · · · = −λ
(
Xt
∫ T
t
µ(s)ds +
∫ T
t
∫ s
t
δ(r)µ(s)drds
)
,
followed by G3 = 0. (Use EtXs = Xt +
∫ s
t δ(r)dr, t ≥ s.) By Lemma 4.2 below,
logEt exp
(
−λ
∫ T
t
Xs µs ds
)
=
∑
n≥2,even
(−λ)n/2
2
(
XtΓn(t) +
∫ T
t
δ(r)Γn(r)dr
)
,
with ψ(t) :=
∑
n≥2,even(−λ)n/2Γn(t) rewritten as
logEt exp
(
−
∫ T
t
X(s)µ(s)ds
)
=
1
2
Xtψ(t) +
1
2
∫ T
t
δ(r)ψ(r)dr .
Thanks to (4.1) ψ, is immediately identified as (unique) backward ODE solution to −ψ˙ =
λΓ˙2 + ψ
2 = −2λµ + ψ2 with terminal data ψ(T ) = 0. (This constitutes a new and elegant
route to Cor 1.3, Thm 1.7 in [RY13, Ch.XI.1], therein only given for constant δ, in which
case the ODE can be written as φ′′ = 2λµφ, φ(t) = exp(− ∫ Tt ψ(s)ds).)
We can be more specific when µ is explicit. For instance, the conditional Laplace
transform of XT is obtained by taking µ(s)ds = δT (ds), justified by an easy approximation
argument (e.g. µn = 1n1[T−1/n],T ), in which case the ODE becomes −ψ˙ = ψ2 with terminal
data ψ(T ) = −2λ, with unique solution ψ(t) = −2λ/(1+2λ(T − t)). Specializing to constant
Bessel dimension δ(r) ≡ δ, t = 0, and X0 = x, we obtain
E
[
exp (−λ XT )
]
= exp
(−λ x/(1 + 2λT ) − δ2 log(1 + 2λT ))
= (1 + 2λT )−δ/2 exp(−λx/(1 + 2λT )),
in agreement with [RY13, Ch.XI.1]. (For what it’s worth, the controlled ODE structure
of ψ˙, with additive noise W := Γ2, makes sense for any deterministic ca`dla`g path W,
and allows to compute the transform of any “rough” integral,
∫ T
0 Xs(ω)dWs := X0,T W0,T −∫ T
0 W
−
s dXs, with final integral in Itoˆ sense.)
Lemma 4.2. The general even/odd pair in the G-expansion is of the form
Gnt =
(−λ)n/2
2
(
ZtΓn(t) +
∫ T
t
δ(r)Γn(r)dr
)
, Gn+1 ≡ 0,
with Γn(t) determined by Γ2(t)=2
∫ T
t µ(s)ds and the recursion, for even n ≥ 4,
− Γ˙n = Γ2Γn−2 + Γ4Γn−4 + · · · + Γn−2Γ2, Γn(T ) = 0. (4.1)
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Proof. The statement was seen to be correct for n = 2. Assume by induction that it holds
true, for all even/odd pairs up to (n − 2, n − 1). In particular then dGk = (−λ)k/2Γk
√
ZdB +
d(BV), for even k < n, and by the G recursion, with sums below always over even integers
j, k ≥ 2,
2Gn =
∑
j+k=n
G j  Gk =
∑
j+k=n
Et
∫ T
t
d〈G j,Gk〉 = (−λ)n/2
∑
j+k=n
Et
∫ T
t
Γ j(s)Γk(s)Zsds.
Set Γn(t) :=
∑
j+k=n
∫ T
t Γ j(s)Γk(s)ds ( j, k, n even) and use EtZs = Zt+
∫ s
t δ(r)dr to conclude.(G
n+1 =
0 is clear.) The ODE statement is also immediate. 
4.5 A Markovian perspective and smooth KPZ
The previously encountered trees
{
, , , ,
}
from Section 1.2 were famously
used in [Hai13] as a minimal choice in indexing a finite expansion of the (1+1)-dimensional
KPZ equation, with additional analytical (rough path) arguments to deal with the remain-
der.6 The appearance of the same trees is more than a coincidence, as we shall now see.
Consider functions hT = hT (x) and ξ = ξ(t, x) on Rd and [0,T ] × Rd respectively, for
simplicity taken bounded with bounded derivatives of all orders, and consider
AT := hT (BT ) +
∫ T
0
ξ(s, Bs)ds (4.2)
with a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion B. Then
EteλAT (ω)−λ
∫ t
0 ξ(s,Bs)ds = Ete
λ
{
hT (BT )+
∫ T
t ξ(s,Bs)ds
}
=: eλh(t,Bt) =: z(t, Bt)
and z = z(t, x) satisfies the Kolmogorov backward equation −z˙ = ∆z + λzξ, with terminal
data eλhT . By Cole-Hopf we obtain the (d + 1)-dimensional KPZ equation(−∂t − 12∆) h = λ2(∇h · ∇h) + ξ, h(T, ·) = hT , (4.3)
with smooth noise ξ = ξ(t, x) and written in backward form. Following Hairer [Hai13], who
attributes such expansions to Wild (1955), one has the (formal) tree indexed expansion7
h = u + λu + 2λ2u + λ3u + 4λ3u + . . . =
∑
τ
λ|τ|−1uτ (4.4)
with sum over all binary trees with |λ| ≥ 1 leaves. More specifically, u is the unique
(bounded) solution to the linear problem (λ = 0), and then, whenever τ = [τ1, τ2], the root
6See also [GP16] and and [FH20, Ch.15] for similar trees in the KPZ context.
7We use |λ| to denote the number of leaves, which differs by 1 from the number of inner nodes which is
the counting convention used in [Hai13, Equ (2.3)].
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joining of trees τ1 and τ2, we get u[τ1,τ2] = u[τ2,τ1] from8(−∂t − 12∆) uτ = 12(∇uτ1 · ∇uτ2), 2uτ = K ? (∇uτ1 · ∇uτ2) =: uτ1  uτ2 , (4.5)
whereK ? (. . .) denotes space-time convolution with the heat kernel. (Thanks to our strong
assumptions on forcing ξ and terminal data hT , the recursion for the uτ = uτ(t, x) is well-
defined and all uτ smooth.) We can then rewrite (4.4) as
logEt,xeλAT (ω) = λh(t, x) =
∑
|τ|>1
λ|τ|uτ =
∑
n>1
λn
∑
τ:|τ|=n
uτ =:
∑
n>1
λnKn(t, x; T ).
with K1 = u and then recursively
Kn+1 =
∑
τ:|τ|=n+1
uτ =
∑
···
u[τ1,τ2] =
1
2
∑
···
uτ1  uτ2 = 1
2
n∑
i=1
Ki  Kn+1−i, (4.6)
using the unique decomposition of a binary tree τ with |τ| = n + 1 ≥ 2 leaves into smaller
trees τ1, τ2 with i (resp. n + 1 − i) leaves for some i = 1, ..., n. By the Markov property,
λ−1 logEteλAT (ω) = h(t, Bt) =: h¯, where (. . .) indicates composition of a function with time-
space Brownian motion B¯t = (t, Bt). Then the u¯τ1 are semimartingales and by Itoˆ calculus
(u¯τ1u¯τ2)t(T ) = Et〈u¯τ1 , u¯τ2〉t,T = Et
((∫ T
t
∇uτ1 · ∇uτ2
)
(s, Bs)ds
)
= u¯[τ1,τ2]t = (u
τ1uτ2)◦ B¯t
which could be expressed as a commutative diagram. (Note that respective diamonds used
on the left and right are different, introduced in Definition 1.1 and (4.5) respectively.) It
follows from (4.6) that K¯n := Kn ◦ B¯ satisfies the same diamond recursion (1.3) as Kn. The
— in view of (4.4) still formal — conclusion
logEteλAT (ω) = λ
∫ t
0
ξ(s, Bs)ds + λu (t, B) +
∑
n>2
λnK¯n(t, x; T )
is then in exact agreement with the K expansion, since
K1t (T ) := Et(AT (ω)) = Et
(
hT (BT ) +
∫ T
0
ξ(s, Bs)ds
)
= u (t, Bt) +
∫ t
0
ξ(s, Bs)ds
and subsequent terms in the recursion are not affected by the final BV term. Theorem
1.2 now settles convergence of (4.4), with the additional advantage of removing the strin-
gent conditions on the data: exponential moments for terminal data hT (BT ) and integrated
forcing
∫
ξT0 (s, B)s)ds) are enough. We summarize this discussion as
Theorem 4.3. For λ small enough, the perturbative expansion for the KPZ equation (4.3)
λ−1 logEt,xeλ
{
hT (BT )+
∫ T
t ξ(s,Bs)ds
}
= h(t, x) =
∑
τ
λ|τ|−1uτ(t, x) (4.7)
8Cf. Remark 1.1 for related combinatorial comments, including symmetry factors.
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converges. Moreover, terms of same homogeneity have the stochastic representation∑
τ:|τ|=n
uτ(t, x) = E
(
Knt (T ) | Bt = x
)
,
where Knt (T ) follows (1.3), n > 1, and started with t-conditional expectation of
K1T (T ) = AT = hT (BT ) +
∫ T
0
ξ(s, Bs)ds .
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.3 is really a Markovian perspective on the cumulant recursion
and the above argument is readily repeated when Brownian motion (with generator ∆/2) is
replaced by a generic diffusion process (resp. its generator), in which case (∇uτ1 · ∇uτ2)/2
in (4.5) must be replaced by the corresponding carre´ du champ Γ(uτ1 , uτ2), cf. [RY13, Prop.
VIII.3.3]. Sufficient conditions for the recursion (4.5) to be well-defined , so that uτ ∈ C1,2
for all τ, hence u¯τ semimartingales, are a delicate issue. The martingale based diamond
expansion bypasses this issue entirely, with u¯τ as part of K|τ| constructed directly, and so
applies immediately when B in (4.7) is replaced by a generic diffusion processes on Rd.
4.6 Cumulants on Wiener-Itoˆ chaos
On the classical Wiener space C([0,T ],R), with Brownian motion B(ω, t) = ωt, consider
an arbitrary element in the second Wiener Itoˆ chaos, written in the form
AT := I2( f ) :=
∫ T
0
∫ v
0
f (w, v)dBwdBv ,
with f = fA ∈ L2 on the simplex ∆T = {(s, t) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T }. Note martingality At := EtAT
so that EtAt,T = EtAT − At = 0. Then
At,T =
∫ T
t
∫ v
0
f (w, v)dBwdBv =
∫ T
t
∫ v
t
f (w, v)dBwdBv +
∫ T
t
∫ t
0
f (w, v)dBwdBv
and
〈A〉t,T =
∫ T
t
(∫ v
0
f (w, v)dBw
)2
dv =
∫ T
t
(∫ t
0
f (w, v)dBw +
∫ v
t
(. . . .)
)2
dv,
so that
(A  A)t(T ) = Et〈A〉t,T =
∫ T
t
(∫ t
0
f (w, v)dBw
)2
dv + 0 +
∫ T
t
∫ v
t
f 2(w, v)dwdv.
We have thus computed K2t (T ) =
1
2 (A  A)t(T ). By polarization, for A = I2( fA),C = I2( fC),
(A C)t(T ) =
∫ T
t
(∫ t
0
fA(r, v)dBr
)(∫ t
0
fC(r, v)dBr
)
dv +
∫ T
t
∫ v
t
fA(w, v) fC(w, v)dwdv.
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To go further, we exhibit the martingale part of A C by writing∫ T
0
(∫ t
0
fA(r, v)dBr
)(∫ t
0
fC(r, v)dBr
)
dv −
∫ t
0
(. . . .)dv +
∫ T
t
∫ v
t
fA(w, v) fC(w, v)dwdv.
From the product rule, with BV t =
∫ t
0 fA(r, v) fC(r, v)dr, we have(∫ t
0
fA(r, v)dBr
)(∫ t
0
fC(r, v)dBr
)
=
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
[ fA(r, v) fC(s, v)+ fC(r, v) fA(s, v)]dBrdBs+BV t
Letting ⊗1 indicate integration in one (the right-sided) variable and tilde symmetrisation,
fA⊗˜1 fC :=
∫ T
0
([ fA(r, v) fC(s, v) + fC(r, v) fA(s, v)])dv
so that
(A C)t(T ) =
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
( fA⊗˜1 fC)dBrdBs + BV t(T )
with
(A C)0(T ) = BV0(T ) =
∫ T
0
∫ v
0
fA(r, v) fC(r, v)drdv = 〈 fA, fC〉∆T =: fA ⊗2 fC.
In particular, we see that from (1.7) that the third cumulant of AT = I2( fA) is given by
κ3(AT ) = κ3(I2( fA)) = 3(A  (A  A))0(T ) = 〈 fA, fAA〉 = 〈 fA, ( fA⊗˜1 fA)〉.
Theorem 1.2 then provides, in the present setting, an alternative to the (Malliavin calculus
based) approach of Nourdin–Peccati [NP10]: by (5.22) in that paper, the n.th cumulant of
I2( f ) is given by some explicit formula which reduces to (in case n = 3) our formula. It is
not difficult to push this “diamond” computation to recover cumulants for general integer
n. The diamond approach of course works just as well for higher Wiener-Itoˆ chaos and
d-dimensional Wiener space, as was already seen in Section 4.3. Note however that the
exponential integrability assumed in part (ii) of Theorem 1.2, valid in the second chaos,
does not hold for third and higher chaos. However, any fixed chaos random variable has
moments of all orders so that part (i) of this theorem is applicable. Last not least, note that
[NP10] deal with Gaussian fields, whereas we have been dealing with processes.
4.7 Stochastic volatility
4.7.1 Joint law of SPX, realized variance and VIX squared
We return to the financial mathematics context that originally gave rise to diamond ex-
pansions result. Our framework permits the valuation and hedging of complex derivatives
involving combinations of assets and their quadratic variations. To be specific, let S be a
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strictly positive continuous martingale. Then X := log S is a semimartingale, with eXT ∈ L1,
so that XT has moments of all orders. If the quadratic variation process 〈X〉 is absolutely
continuous, the stochastic variance and forward variance are given by
vt := d〈X〉t/dt , ξt(T ) = Et [vT ] .
Upon integration in time quantities these quantities - realized and expected quadratic vari-
ation at a future time T - constitute the payoff of a variance swap and VIX2 respectively.
(This application entails the interpretation of eX as the risk neutral price process of the SPX
index on which the VIX index is built.) We now illustrate the use of Theorem 1.1 to deter-
mine the joint law of (log)-price, realized and expected quadratic variation at a future time
T , the precise setting for consistent pricing of options on SPX, realized variance and VIX
squared, with time-T payoff given by
ζt(T ) =
∫ T+∆
T
ξt(u) du = Et
[∫ T+∆
T
vu du
]
= Et〈X〉T,T+∆.
Theorem 4.4. Assume XT has exponential moments. Then for a, b, c ∈ R sufficiently small,
Et
[
ea XT +b 〈X〉T +c ζT (T )
]
= exp
{
a Xt + b 〈X〉t + c ζt(T ) +
∞∑
k=2
Gkt (T ; a, b, c)
}
, (4.8)
where the Gk’s are given recursively by (1.2), starting with
G2 =
(
1
2a(a − 1) + b
)
X  X + ac X  ζ + 12c2 ζ  ζ .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of multivariateG-expansion of Theorem 1.1, employed
with time-T terminal data, re-expressed in terms of the martingale Y = X − 12〈X〉,
a XT + b 〈X〉T + c ζT (T ) = a YT +
(
b − 12a
) 〈Y〉T + c ζT (T ) .
We note for later use that the convergent G-sum is exactly equal to Λ, which satisfies the
“abstract Riccati” equation (2.1),
ΛTt = EtZt,T +
1
2
(〈Z + ΛT )  (〈Z + ΛT ))t(T ).
Then, since Y and ζ are martingales, and 〈Y〉 is BV hence annihilated by ,
Λ =
(
b − 12a
)
Y  Y + 12
(〈a Y + c ζ + Λ)  (〈a Y + c ζ + Λ))
=
(
1
2a
2 + b − 12a
)
Y  Y + ac Y  ζ + a Y  Λ + 12
(〈c ζ + Λ)  (〈c ζ + Λ))
=
(
1
2a(a − 1) + b
)
Y  Y + ac Y  ζ + a Y  Λ + c ζ  Λ + 12c2 ζ  ζ + 12Λ  Λ,
which in terms of pictures with Y = and ζ = gives
Λ =
(
1
2a(a − 1) + b
)
+ ac + a  Λ + c  Λ + 12c2 + 12Λ  Λ . (4.9)

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Remark 4.2. Martingality of S = eX is seen in (4.8) upon setting (a, b, c) = (1, 0, 0). It is
a feature of the G expansion that each term Gkt (T ; 1, 0, 0) vanishes so that the martingality
constraint is preserved at arbitrary truncation of the G expansion, reminiscent of (Lie alge-
bra preserving) Magnus expansions for differential equations on Lie groups [IN99]. This
is not be the case for the multivariate K expansion, cf. Remark 1.2 for a related discussion.
Remark 4.3. We insist that (4.8) is a model free result, with G-expansion given naturally
by diamond trees with two typos of leaves corresponding to X and ζ.
4.7.2 Forward and affine forward variance models
After Black–Scholes (constant volatility), classical stochastic volatility models consider
v = v(t, ω) as stochastic process in its own right. “Third generation models” where one
specifies directly forward variances - viewed as a family of martingales indexed by their
individual time horizon - are nowadays ubiquitous in equity financial modeling. In full
generality this reads
dtξt(u) = dtEt [vu] =: σt(u) dWut , t ≤ u , (4.10)
where vt ≡ ξt(t) and dS t/S t = √vtdZt, where the correlation (covariation) structure all the
Brownian family {Z,WT : T ≥ 0} also needs to be specified. We can then immediately
write (diamonds with ζ amount to average diamonds with ξ(T ′) over T ′ ∈ [T,T + ∆])
:= (X  X)t(T ) = Et
[∫ T
t
d〈X〉s
]
=
∫ T
t
ξt(s) ds
:= (X  ξ(T ′))t(T ) = Et
[∫ T
t
d〈X, ξ(T ′)〉s
]
= Et
∫ T
t
√
vs σs(u)d〈Z,WT ′〉s
:= (ξ(T ′)  ξ(T ′))t(T ) = Et
[∫ T
t
d〈ξ(T ′), ξ(T ′)〉s
]
=
∫ T
t
Et
[
σs(T ′)2
]
ds.
At this stage, more structure is required for computations. A particularly simple choice is
the affine specification σt(u) = κ(u − t) √vt of [GKR19]:
dS t
S t
=
√
vt dZt
dtξt(u) = κ(u − t) √vt dWt , t ≤ u , (4.11)
where κ is some L2-kernel and the Brownian drivers satisfy d〈W,Z〉t/dt = ρ. Note that
ξt(u) = ξ0(u) +
∫ t
0
κ(t − s) √vs dWs , vt ≡ ξt(t) = ξ0(t) +
∫ t
0
κ(t − s) √vs dWs
so that stochastic variance solves a stochastic Volterra equation. Special cases are the He-
ston and rough Heston models with exponential and power-law kernels respectively. We
also note that
dtζt(T ) =
(∫ T+∆
T
κ(u − T ) du
) √
vt dWt =: κ¯(T − t) √vt dWt (4.12)
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has the same form as (4.11); in computations, ζ can then effectively be replaced by ξ.
Lemma 4.3. In the affine forward variance model (4.11) all diamond trees (with leaves of
two types X = and ζ = , respectively), and hence all forests terms Gkt in (4.8) are of the
form ∫ T
t
ξt(u) h(T − u) du (4.13)
for some integrable function h.
Proof. As above, =
∫ T
t ξt(s) ds, but now with (4.11), also noting (4.12),
= ρ
∫ T
t
ξt(u) κ¯(T − u) du , =
∫ T
t
ξt(u) κ¯(T − u)2 du . (4.14)
We thus see that the claim holds for all diamond trees with two leaves and proceed by
induction. Consider two trees
Tit =
∫ T
t
ξt(u) hi(T − u) du, i = 1, 2
of the supposed form. Then(
T1  T2)t (T ) = Et [∫ T
t
d〈T1,T2〉u
]
= Et
[∫ T
t
∫ T
u
∫ T
u
h1(T − s) h2(T − r) ds dr d〈ξ(s), ξ(r)〉u
]
= Et
[∫ T
t
vu κ(s − u) κ(r − u) du
∫ T
u
h1(T − s) ds
∫ T
u
h2(T − s) dr
]
=
∫ T
t
ξt(u) h12(T − u) du,
and the induction step is completed upon setting
h12(T − u) =
∫ T
u
h1(T − s) κ(T − s) ds
∫ T
u
h2(T − r) κ(T − r) dr.

Remark 4.4. The statement and proof of Lemma 4.3 may be extended to the non time-
homogeneous setting dtξt(u) = κ(u, t)
√
vt dWt without much extra effort.
Example 4.4 (Classical Heston). In this case,
dξt(u) = ν e−λ (u−t)
√
vt dWt.
Then, for example,
= (X  (X  X))t(T ) = ρ ν
λ
∫ T
t
ξt(u)
[
1 − e−λ(T−u)] du.
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Example 4.5 (Rough Heston). In this case, with α = H + 1/2 ∈ (1/2, 1),
dξt(u) =
ν
Γ(α)
(u − t)α−1 √vt dWt.
Then, for example,
= (X  X)t(T ) =
∫ T
t
ξt(u) du,
= ((X  X)  (X  X))t(T ) = ν
2
Γ(α)2
∫ T
t
ξt(u) du
(∫ T
u
(s − u)α−1 ds
)2
=
ν2
Γ(1 + α)2
∫ T
t
ξt(u) (T − u)2α du.
For a bounded forward variance curve ξ one then sees that diamond trees with k leaves
are of order (T − t)1+(k−2)α. In this case, the F-expansion (forest reordering according to
number of leaves) has the interpretation of a short-time expansion, the concrete powers of
which depend on the roughness parameter α = H + 1/2 ∈ (1/2, 1). The resulting diamond
expansions (which can obtained by alternative methods in the rough Heston case) were
seen to be numerically efficient in [CGP20, GR19].
At this stage it is tempting to combine Lemma 4.3 with Theorem 4.4 to compute the
triple-joint mgf of XT , 〈X〉t,T , and ζT (T ) by summing the full G-expansion for an affine
forward variance model. We then see that the mgf is necessarily of the convolutional form
logEt
[
ea XT +b 〈X〉T +c ζT (T )
]
= a Xt + b 〈X〉t + c ζt(T ) +
∫ T
t
ξt(u) g(T − u; a, b, c,∆)du,
which amounts to an infinite-dimensional version of the classical affine ansatz. Inserting
Λt(T ) =
∫ T
t ξt(u)g(T − u; a, b, c,∆)du directly into the “abstract Riccati” equation (4.9), we
readily obtain that the triple-joint MGF satisfies a convolution Riccati equation of the type
considered in [JLP19, GKR19]. We summarize this in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let
dXt = −12 vt dt +
√
vt dZt
dξt(T ) = κ(T − t) √vt dWt,
with d〈W,Z〉t = ρ dt and let 〈X〉t,T = 〈X〉T −〈X〉t. Further let τ = T − t, κ¯(τ) =
∫ τ+∆
τ
κ(u) du,
and define the convolution integral
(κ ? g)(τ) =
∫ τ
0
κ(τ − s) g(s) ds.
Then
Et
[
ea XT +b 〈X〉t,T +c ζT (T )
]
= exp {a Xt + c ζt(T ) + (ξ ? g)(T − t; a, b, c,∆)}
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where g(τ; a, b, c,∆) satisfies the convolution Riccati integral equation
g(τ; a, b, c,∆) = b − 12a + 12 (1 − ρ2) a2 + 12
[
ρa + c κ¯(τ) + (κ ? g)(τ; a, b, c,∆)
]2
, (4.15)
with the boundary condition g(0; a, b, c,∆) = b + 12 a(a − 1) + ρac κ¯(0) + 12 c2 κ¯(0)2.
Proof. From (4.12), dζt(T ) =
√
vt dWt κ¯(T−t). As before, let Λt =
∫ T
t ξt(u)g(T−u; a, b, c,∆)du.
Then dropping the arguments a, b, c,∆ for ease of notation,
dΛt = −ξt(t) g(T − t) dt +
∫ T
t
dξt(s) g(T − s) ds
= −vt g(T − t) dt + √vt dWt
∫ T
t
κ(s − t) g(T − s) ds
= −vt g(T − t) dt + √vt dWt (κ ? g)(T − t).
We compute
d〈X〉t = vt dt
d〈X, ζ〉t = ρ vt κ¯(T − t) dt
d〈ζ〉t = vt κ¯(T − t)2 dt
d〈X,Λ〉t = ρ vt (κ ? g)(T − t) dt
d〈Λ〉t = vt
[
(κ ? g)(T − t)]2 dt
d〈ζ,Λ〉t = vt κ¯(T − t) (κ ? g)(T − t) dt.
Integrating these terms from t to T , followed by taking a time-t conditional expectation
allows us to compute all diamond products in the “abstract Riccati” equation (4.9)
Λ =
(
1
2a(a − 1) + b
)
+ ac + a  Λ + 12 [c + Λ]2
to yield
g(τ) =
(
1
2a(a − 1) + b
)
+ a ρ κ¯(τ) + a ρ (κ ? g)(τ) + 12
[
c κ¯(τ) + (κ ? g)(τ)
]2
,
which upon rearrangement gives (4.15). Finally, (κ?g)(0) = 0 gives the boundary condition
g(0) = b + 12 a(a − 1) + ρac κ¯(0) + 12 c2 κ¯(0)2.

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